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A Feminism Gender And The
In her quest to address too many issues from violence against women to problems of old age and euthanasia, Isabel Allende loses focus ...
‘The Soul of a Woman’ review: A soulless attempt to challenge gender stereotypes
Vidya Balan has been vocal about various Women's issues that exist in our society. Read on to about her strong opinion on gender biasness and feminism.
Vidya Balan’s Response On Gender Biasness And Feminism Is Winning Hearts, Here Is What The Actor Said
Exclusive: Check out the visually gorgeous trailer for Shahad Ameen’s new film, which represented her country in the 2021 Oscar race.
‘Scales’ Trailer: Saudi Arabian Feminist Fable Tells a Dystopian Horror Story in Black and White
So most of the 'feminist' news articles are about men protecting women. Do they realize that the whole gender role for men for centuries was ...
Why do feminists want men to be protectors and providers when they are against gender roles?
The RA has been accused of breaching the Equality Act by removing from sale embroidered flowers by Jess de Wahls, a textile artist born in former East Germany, over her 'transphobic views'.
Now the Royal Academy is accused of breaking equality laws by cancelling feminist artist who criticised gender politics and controversial LGBT charity Stonewall in 2019 blog
Tatev Hovhannisyan Claire Provost. 17. Global organisations call on UN agencies to ‘stop access to decision-making’ for opponents of women’s and LGBT rights and ...
Feminist groups demand action to ‘stop anti-rights infiltration’ at the UN | Hovhannisyan and Provost
Raising her kids with feminist ideals is important to Rose Byrne. The star of Apple TV+’s “Physical” is on the new cover of Marie Claire Australia, and in the issue she talks about what she learned ...
Rose Byrne Talks Teaching Her Sons About Gender Equality And Feminism
My father used to tell me he was happy he had daughters when he did and not in the 1950s. His reason, he acknowledges, is somewhat selfish. Growing up in the 50s, my dad’s sister could only play with ...
Redefining the ‘feminist dad’
By Nehru Odeh When bestselling and multiple award-winning writer, feminist and public intellectual, Chimamanda Adichie started an international writing workshop in 2007, her intention was not only ...
Facts on the lingering feud between Chimamanda and Emezi
When candidates running for prosecutor claim to be on the side of survivors of violence, we need to take a closer look.
To Address Gender-Based Violence, First Defund the Prosecutors
Every year, as the days get longer and the temperature gets warmer, there’s a je ne sais quoi that makes people want to live their best life. That may mean spending all day at the beach, dropping a ...
Hot girl summer is the feminist energy we deserve
Argument: How to Close the Gender Gap in Peace Talks How to Close the Gender Gap in Peace Talks... On June 30, a coalition of governments, civil society organizations, and United Nations agencies will ...
How to Close the Gender Gap in Peace Talks
English Analysis on World about Coordination, Gender, Epidemic and more; published on 10 Jun 2021 by ActionAid ...
Bargaining for better: Bringing a feminist lens to the Grand Bargain 2.0
How to Be A Feminist Dad,” self-styled parenting guru Jordan Shapiro explains that fathers today must eschew gender roles entirely. After all, from Shapiro’s vantage point, “research has consistently ...
Perspective: Redefining the ‘feminist dad’
a Catholic male gender activist in the US wrote a blog in which he accused the council of being Terfs – a derogatory term that stands for trans- exclusionary radical feminists – because the ...
Contested identities: feminism and gender
Podcasts: Masculinity, Feminism, and the Fight for Gender Equality Masculinity, Feminism, and the Fight for G... Course Correction Produced for Doha Debates All Episodes | All FP Podcasts May 26 ...
Masculinity, Feminism, and the Fight for Gender Equality
They challenge positions, foster debate within feminism and engage with other less politically-motivated... Recent work in cultural studies is introducing issues of gender into the discussions on ...
Translation and Gender: Translating in the 'Era of Feminism'
Anti-racist think-tank the Institute of Race Relations has warned that anti-trans, or ‘gender-critical’, feminists in the UK are “peddling the far-right agenda”. “The past few months ...
So-called ‘gender-critical’ feminists are ‘peddling the far-right agenda’, warns Institute of Race Relations
A group of women are taking to the streets of Plymouth to 'reclaim' the city’s streets, remember those who have died, and 'finish' the walk for the women who tragically did not. The event, aptly named ...
Women to ‘reclaim’ the streets of Plymouth in memory of victims of gender-based violence
As such, the movement makes its greatest strides when it's intersectional — which is why books that explore feminism across class, race, gender identity, ability, and sexuality help foster ...
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